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FICO Falcon Fraud Manager is the leading 
solution and industry standard in payment  

card fraud detection. Built on a robust service-
oriented architecture, Falcon Fraud Manager 
utilizes advanced analytic techniques that 
synthesize intelligence drawn from billions 
of payment card transactions and hundreds 
of person-years of experience to weigh key 
attributes and identify fraud with the utmost 
reliability—all in a fraction of a second. Falcon 
Fraud Manager provides a single platform for 
card fraud detection—credit and debit—and 
with a direct link to your authorization system, 
you can stop fraudulent transactions right at 
the point of sale. 

Industry-specific Falcon Fraud Manager 
models—for credit, debit, retail and oil 
cards—fine-tune the fraud management 
solution to detect fraud characteristics 
specific to the portfolio, thereby improving 
the solution’s accuracy. 

The reliable, responsive    »
fraud detection system

Falcon Fraud Manager is designed  
to reduce fraud losses with minimal  
customer impact through unmatched 
capabilities, including: 

Patented Profiling Technology. •	
Identifies key transaction behaviors 
and spending patterns for each card-
holder to ensure rapid recognition of 
uncharacteristic expenditures.

Neural Network Modeling.•	  Patented 
analytic technology provides the most 
accurate predictive models available based 
on transaction data and cardholder profiles.

Consortium Models.•	  Unique to Falcon 
Fraud Manager, the FICO consortium 
incorporates data from millions of 
transactions across thousands of issuers 
to leverage powerful knowledge about 
fraud patterns—specific to a region and 
portfolio—for improved fraud detection, 
no matter the size of your portfolio.

Transaction-Based Scoring.•	  Analyzes 
each authorization transaction to assess risk 
of fraudulent activity. Provides an accurate 
fraud score, indicating the likelihood that 
the account is fraudulent.

Next-generation   »
fraud detection

FICO continues to reinvent fraud 
management—bringing you more powerful 
fraud detection capabilities to stay ahead of 
ever-evolving criminal activity. With hundreds 
of person-years of experience developing 
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Detect debit and credit card 
fraud, quickly and accurately 

To stop fraud effectively in real time, 
financial institutions worldwide trust 
the scientifically based predictive 
analytics of FICO™ Falcon® Fraud 
Manager. Falcon Fraud Manager 
monitors transactions for more than 
1.8 billion active accounts across six 
continents. First introduced in 1992, 
it now saves leading card issuers 
millions of dollars every day. In fact, 
US fraud losses, as a percentage of 
sales, have declined from a peak of 
over 18 basis points in 1992 to 6.2 
basis points in 2006.* 

*Source: The Nilson Report

The reliable, responsive  
fraud detection system

Adaptive models work with supervised models to catch more fraud.
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sophisticated fraud models, Falcon Fraud 
Manager takes advantage of cutting-edge 
analytic innovations to significantly enhance 
your ability to stop fraud.

Merchant Profiles. FICOTM Fraud Predictor 
with Merchant Profiles leverages historical 
transaction data from merchants as well as 
cardholders to reveal specific patterns for 
each merchant, such as which merchants 
have high fraud volumes. By leveraging the 
merchant risk data, Fraud Predictor provides 
a quantum leap in detecting card-not-
present (CNP) fraud. Only available from FICO, 
merchant risk profiles can provide more than 
10% lift in real-time value detection at the 
same false positive rate. 

Global profiles. Many patterns of fraud 
are best detected by global profiling, which 
gives a more complete picture of fraud by 
providing a view from multiple vantage 
points. By looking for unusual behavior of 
a device, such as an ATM or point-of-sale 
(POS) terminal, strongly predictive variables 
can be created and combined with the 
account information to better identify fraud. 
ATM profiling can provide about a 10% 
lift in account detection and about 15% 
improvement in real-time value detection 
over the standard Falcon model.  

Adaptive models. Adaptive models use 
recent fraud activity to sharpen detection 
by creating a more precise separation 
between frauds and non-frauds based on 
case dispositions. While retaining the benefit 
of the consortium model approach, adaptive 
models quickly learn the unique fraud 
patterns at play for each issuer, and provide 
a real-time adjustment to the consortium 
model score, self-adjusting for the immediate 
fraud situation being experienced by the 
bank. Adaptive modeling techniques can 
provide a 10% performance lift in account 
detection over a standard Falcon model.    

Features Benefits   

Robust neural network models with 

patented cardholder profiling

Global profiles to monitor relevant 

entities for enhanced fraud detection 

beyond the cardholder view

Seamless integration with your 

authorization system for real-time scoring

Region and portfolio-specific fraud 

models leverage industry-wide 

consortium data

Adaptive models that generate fraud 

scores based on analyst feedback to 

detect changing fraud patterns

 

Detects more fraud with lower false 

positives to provide minimal impact  

on good customers

Delivers earliest possible warning of 

fraud activity

Boosts analyst productivity and improves 

effectiveness of fraud operations

Identifies fraud sooner to reduce losses

Leverages known fraud patterns to 

achieve highest fraud detection levels
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